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47: The Language of Non-Fiction  
Investigating the language of 
newspaper features 

 
Gary Snapper’s short unit of work explores the 
use of wordplay, allusion and other rhetorical 
devices in non-fiction newspaper features. 
 
Summary 
These investigations into the language of newspaper features focus on helping students to develop 
sensitivity to techniques such as punning and allusion and to rhetorical features and structures in 
writing to informs and entertain, ideal for preparation for non-fiction work at GCSE.   

 
What’s the point?  

 

Wordplay, allusion and rhetorical devices require both an understanding of the relationship 
between readers and writers, and, often, a pool of extra-textual knowledge. These techniques are 
often used in non-fiction, and an understanding of them can help students develop the reading 
skills to deal with non-fiction texts, whether contemporary or from previous centuries, and the 
writing skills to respond creatively. These activities ask students to analyse the headlines and 
bylines of newspaper features, identifying the way in which these ‘hook’ the reader in, and the 
ways in which they differ from news reports. 

 

In the classroom 
 

1. As a preparation for these activities, show students a news report and a feature article from a 
‘broadsheet’ newspaper, and ask them to comment on the differences between them, in terms of 
language and in terms of purpose. As a follow-up, if possible, give each pair of students a feature 
section from a weekend newspaper, and ask them to begin to identify the different types of article 
which appear, and some elements of the language and layout used. 

 

2. Investigation One: Newspaper feature headlines 

Following on from (1) above, the following introductory text might be useful: 

Newspaper news reports have factual headlines which summarise the news, e.g. ‘MAY 
BOOED AT CONFERENCE’ or ‘UK DIPLOMAT GUNNED DOWN BY TERRORISTS’. The 
purpose of these headlines is to give the main facts immediately, so that people can decide 
whether to read the report in detail or not, and so that people with very little time can quickly 
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get an idea of what’s been happening in the world without reading the whole article.  

Newspaper features, on the other hand, have a different function – to entertain and interest 
the reader, as well as to inform them in a general way. The headlines therefore also have a 
different function: they must be enjoyable, funny or powerful, to grip the reader’s attention, 
and make them want to read on. If the article is about a serious matter – such as a health 
issue like cancer, for instance, or a person dealing with bereavement, the headline may be 
emotive or poetic – ‘UNDER THE SHADOW OF DEATH’, for instance. But if it’s an upbeat 
article, as many newspaper features are, the headline will usually be upbeat or entertaining.  
The most common technique used by journalists is wordplay. This could mean: 

§ Puns – changing a word in a well-known phrase  

§ Sound-effects - alliteration or rhyme 

 

Ask students to read and discuss the following headlines, which all came from The Observer 
Sunday Magazine. They all come from the Gardening, Cooking, Home, Travel, Health, Motoring or 
Fashion sections. 

1. FRONDS OF THE EARTH  11. HOME IS WHERE THE HUT IS 
2. MELLOW YELLOW   12. I DID IT …. NORWAY 
3. CHILDREN OF A LHASA GOD  13. HEAVEN’S SAKE 
4. RIDING THE RUSSIAN ROLLERCOASTER      14. LAND OF HOPI AND GLORY 
5. A TOUCH OF GLASS   15. PEAT ABOUT THE BUSH 
6. UNCHAINED MALADY   16. SPICE, GIRLS? 
7. A CHIP OFF THE OLD BLOC  17. FRYING COLOURS 
8. PEAS IN OUR TIME   18. PUNK FROCK 
9. TRUE GRIT    19. DOWN UNDER WEAR 
10. FRESH EIRE    20. WIPE THAT MERC OFF YOUR FACE 

 

Activity: 

a) For each heading, discuss what technique is being used (pun or sound-effect). If it’s a pun, 
try to identify the original phrase and how it has been changed, using a dictionary to help. If 
it’s a sound-effect, explain what sounds are being used to create an effect.  
 
(A list of the actual phrases alluded to in the headlines can be given to students to help with 
this activity – e.g., Friends of the Earth, Children of a Lesser God, A touch of class.) 
 

b) For each heading, try to identify which section of the magazine it might be found in, and 
what the article might be about. 
 

 
Example: TRIPS WITH EVERYTHING – Pun on ‘Chips with everything’. Probably 
a holiday article; suggests a holiday with lots of sightseeing 
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c) Now try making up headings for articles about the following subjects 
• a holiday in Scotland 
• putting a new lawn in a garden  
• the best ways to cook chicken 
• starting an exercise regime  
• buying a new bicycle. 

 

3. Investigation Two: Newspaper feature bylines 

The following introductory text might be useful: 

The purpose of bylines is to give further information about an article. Again, this is to help the 
reader decide whether to read the article. Whilst the heading may be playful and intriguing, the 
byline must actually say what the article is going to be about. They must be short and snappy, 
but they must also be inviting and friendly, so that the reader will want to read on. These are 
some techniques used: 

• Usually the byline will consist of one main sentence, with maybe a second very short 
one attached. The relationship between the long and short sentence is often important. 

• Often there are two or three particularly strong words – emotive or descriptive, perhaps. 

• Often the sentence is carefully constructed so that it is balanced or symmetrical, or 
uses enumeration or alliteration, or other structural devices. 

 

Activity: 

Below are the subheadings that go with some of the headings from Investigation One.  

a) What techniques are being used in each subheading? 

b) Match the subheadings with the headings 

c) Six of the headings do not have subheadings: try to write these six subheadings 

Ferns bring beauty to dark forgotten places, says Montagu Don. 
Jonathan Marshall, our new Young Travel Writer of the Year, files his first story from 
Arizona  
Sera Je monastery is a haven for Tibetans fleeing Chinese oppression. But it isn’t 
Tibet, and these are no ordinary monks. By Andrew Purvis. 
Steve Crawshaw discovers there is more to modern Russia than poverty, murder and 
the Mafia. 
Riga, a city of flowers and frivolity, is slowly shrugging off its grim Soviet past. 
A sandy soil is more fertile than you might think, says Montagu Don. 
Bondi surf shorts; swagmen’s hats with corks attached…no,NO, you’ve got it wrong. 
Australian Fashion week is now the height of cool, says Linda Evangelista 
Irish Linen used to mean those tea towels bought for Aunt Gertie’s Christmas 
present. Things are different now. 
If you live in a Copenhagen flat, you’re entitled to a kolonihaven. A kolonihaven? It’s 
a bit like an allotment…but without the veg. 
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In Scandinavia, Katharine Whitehorn, bit off more than she could chew. 
You don’t need a ‘Victorian’ conservatory to extend into your living space. Bridget 
Bodoano found the perfect solution perched discreetly behind a listed house in 
Clapham  
If you can’t get away to the Mediterranean coast, then a corn on the cob may be the 
answer, says Annie Bell. 
The Japanese used to make rice wine with spittle, but now purity is its measure. By 
Tim Atkin. 
The earth has strange powers. Montagu Don looks at acidic soil.  

 

Example: TAKE ME TO THE BALL GAME. America’s passion for baseball knows no bounds. 
Not even in the industrial Midwest, home of the world’s worst team. By Chris Birkett.  

The subheading has two sentences (although the second is not a complete sentence). The 
second sentence develops the idea in the first sentence, taking it to an extreme. Strong words 
and phrases: ‘passion’ ‘knows no bounds’, ‘world’s worst’. 

 

 

 

Tips and techniques 
This short unit could obviously be extended into writing and/or analysing a whole feature article. 
Further investigations into such writing could focus on: 

- structure (the way the article opens, progresses and concludes) 
- tone and style (two different but related aspects of the ‘sound’ or ‘feel’ of the article 
- content (use of facts, opinions, anecdotes, etc.) 

In preparation for work on 19th century non-fiction, further work could also be done on comparisons 
between 19th century and contemporary non-fiction writing. 


